CURRENT ANTI-VEGF THERAPY HAS DRAMATICALLY ALTERED THE ABILITY TO TREAT CHOROIDAL NEOVASCULARIZATION (CNV) IN AGE-RELATED MACULAR DEGENERATION (AMD). WHEN THE STRICT REGIMENS OF THE PHASE 3 TRIALS WITH RANIBIZUMAB (LUCENTIS, GENENTECH), MARINA AND ANCHOR, ARE FOLLOWED, THE LARGE MAJORITY OF PATIENTS ACHIEVE STABILITY AND SIGNIFICANT VISUAL GAIN IS SEEN IN UPWARDS OF 30% TO 40% PATIENTS. UNFORTUNATELY, IN MANY IF NOT MOST CASES, THESE OUTSTANDING OUTCOMES ARE DEPENDENT UPON FREQUENT INJECTIONS OR AT LEAST AT A MINIMUM, FREQUENT FOLLOW-UP. WHEN CLINICIANS DEVIATE FROM THAT PATTERN, THE OUTCOMES ARE OFTEN LESS ROBUST. AS WAS SEEN IN MARINA AND ANCHOR, PATIENTS ACHIEVED OUTSTANDING GAINS IN THE INITIAL TREATMENTS AND CONTINUED MAINTENANCE WITH MONTHLY INJECTIONS TO 2 YEARS.1,2

WHEN LOOKING AT VARYING TREATMENT REGIMENS, SUCH AS IN PIER AND SAILOR, HOWEVER, THE INITIAL GAINS IN VISUAL ACUITY ARE OFTEN LOST WHEN DEVIATING FROM FREQUENT INJECTIONS OF RANIBIZUMAB.1,4

This, however, is not a new concept. In the VISION study for pegaptanib sodium (Macugen, Eyetech) for wet AMD, patients who were randomized after 1 year of therapy maintained their level of vision to 2 years, as opposed to the drop off in vision seen in patients who did not receive maintenance therapy.5

Can variable dosing lead to significant visual gain? Rosenfeld et al demonstrated in the PRONTON study this to be true,6 but it must be noted that the patients in this study were followed extremely closely and retreated based on strict retreatment criteria. The combination of these trial results indicates that although we can clearly achieve robust outcomes with current anti-VEGF therapy, patients require frequent injections and/or at a minimum, frequent follow-up.

THE WORRY OF RETINA SPECIALISTS IS NOT SO MUCH A SMALL LOSS OF VISION IN TERMS OF TWO OR THREE LETTERS; RATHER, THE FEAR IS THAT OF A CATASTROPHIC EVENT, SUCH AS A SUBMACULAR HEMORRHAGE THAT CAN OCCUR NO MATTER HOW CLOSELY FOLLOWED THESE PATIENTS ARE. LEVINE ET AL7 PUBLISHED A RETROSPECTIVE REPORT OF SIX PATIENTS WHO HAD BEEN TREATED AND STABILIZED WITH ANTIANGIOENDOTHELIAL GROWTH FACTOR (ANTI-VEGF) AGENTS. THREE OF THE EYES EXPERIENCED MACULAR HEMORRHAGE WITHIN 4 WEEKS OF HAVING A STABLE EXAMINATION. FURTHER, ONE OF THE EYES HAD BEEN STABILIZED WITH ANTI-VEGF INJECTIONS AND CLOSE FOLLOW-UP, PATIENTS CAN FAIL THERAPY WITH SUCH REGIMENS. IT IS IN THIS ENVIRONMENT THAT DATA FROM THE CLINICAL TRIALS FOR VEGF TRAP (VEGF TRAP-EYE, REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.) ARE REVIEWED. DATA FROM VIEW 18 WERE PRESENTED BY JEFFREY S. HEIER, MD; AND DATA FROM VIEW 29 WERE PRESENTED BY URSULA SCHMIDT-ERFURTH, MD, AT THE ANGIOGENESIS, VISION 1 AND VISION II PHASE 3 STUDIES SHOWED THE MOLECULE TO BE NONINFERRIOR TO RANIBIZUMAB.
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VEGF TRAP FOR THE TREATMENT OF NEOVASCULAR AMD

Even in the environment of frequent anti-VEGF injections and close follow-up, patients can fail therapy with such regimens.
VEGF TRAP: MECHANISM OF ACTION

VEGF trap is a unique molecule—it is a fusion protein that has been designed as a soluble decoy clonal receptor expressed in the domains of VEGF receptor 1 and 2. It’s a fusion protein that binds to all forms of VEGF-A and placental growth factor. The binding sites have the highest affinity for each receptor, 40- to 50-fold higher than current anti-VEGF therapies are fused to dual binding arms, which are attached to an Fc fragment to provide molecular consistency (data on file, Regeneron). The role of the Fc fragment is to prolong the half-life of aflibercept action via a recycling mechanism.

When Stewart et al10 calculated biological activity of aflibercept 0.5 mg, 2 mg, and 4 mg relative to ranibizumab at 30 days, they found an equivalent intravitreal VEGF-binding activity for the 0.5 mg dose at 73 days, the 2 mg dose at 83 days, and the 4 mg dose at 87 days. The modeling used to make these calculations was based upon the binding affinities and proposed half-lives of each agent.

VIEW 1 AND VIEW 2: DESIGN AND METHODS

VIEW 1 and VIEW 2 were parallel trials performed in the North America and Europe, Asia, and Latin America, respectively. Both were randomized multicenter active-controlled double-masked trials. Patients were randomized evenly to one of four treatment groups: 0.5 mg ranibizumab monthly, VEGF trap 0.5 mg monthly, VEGF trap 2 mg monthly, or VEGF trap 2 mg dosed every 8 weeks following a three-injection loading dose.

VIEW 1 enrolled 1,217 patients and VIEW 2 enrolled 1,240 patients, with a total of 2,457 patients with active treatment-naive neovascular AMD being evaluated, making this the largest clinical trial performed in retina.

Baseline demographics of VIEW 1 and VIEW 2 were well matched within the two individual studies, although there were more Asian patients in VIEW 2 (20% of study group), and patients were slightly younger. Baseline vision was at approximately 20/100 and the central retinal lesion composition was similar.

VIEW 1 OUTCOMES8

Prevention of moderate vision loss was achieved in 94% to 96% in all four groups and all doses and treatment schemes of VEGF trap were found noninferior to ranibizumab. The 0.5 mg monthly group achieved a mean gain of seven letters, the 2 mg monthly group a mean just under 11 letters, and the 2 mg dosed every 8 weeks after the initial loading dose gained a mean just under eight letters. The ranibizumab monthly group, in comparison, gained a mean eight letters of visual acuity. The only statistically significant difference was found between the monthly ranibizumab and the monthly 2 mg dose of VEGF trap (with the VEGF Trap 2.0 mg dose demonstrating superiority).

There were very few serious ocular adverse events in any of the four groups and the numbers of serious systemic adverse events was also relatively low. Death occurred in 1.6% of the ranibizumab group and in 1.3% for all the VEGF trap groups combined. Vascular events occurred in 1.6% of the ranibizumab and all of the VEGF trap groups.

VIEW 2 OUTCOMES9

As with the VIEW 1 study, the primary endpoint of prevention of moderate visual acuity loss was achieved in all the groups in VIEW 2. Ninety-four percent to 96% of patients maintained visual acuity in the range of +3 or -3 lines, indicating that VEGF trap at all doses was noninferior to ranibizumab.

As with VIEW 1, the ocular, systemic, and vascular adverse events were infrequent.

CONCLUSIONS

VEGF trap was well tolerated across all doses and dose regimens and demonstrated similar ocular and systemic safety profiles as ranibizumab. Furthermore, the visual acuity and anatomical outcomes in VIEW 1 and VIEW 2 suggest that VEGF trap has the potential to deliver the same outstanding visual and anatomic outcomes with less frequent dosing to achieve a significant decrease in the treatment burden that patients, their families, and clinicians have come to incur.